
2017 Year in Review



Look at What We Accomplished Together
“Thank You” hardly seems substantial enough to cover everything you made possible in 2017. I can tell you all the ways you 
have made CaringBridge a place of help, healing and hope. But on the following pages, I am excited to show you the impact 
of your support.

To mark the 20th anniversary of CaringBridge, and the retirement of our founder, Sona Mehring, we wanted to look into 
something we have seen, and heard, forever—that using CaringBridge is healing. So we invited CaringBridge supporters like 
you to share their stories. 

On the following pages, you will meet some of the amazing families whose images and words were so beautifully captured 
by David McLain, a National Geographic photographer. May their collective wisdom, from patient and caregiver perspectives, 
inspire everyone who needs CaringBridge to believe that healing is possible, no matter the health outcome. 

As you review everything we accomplished, together, in 2017, I hope you are as proud as I am to support CaringBridge. 
As a team member and a donor, let me again express my deepest gratitude: THANK YOU!

Liwanag Ojala
Chief Executive Officer

Liwanag Ojala with National Geographic photographer David McLain, at our 
annual donor appreciation event.

On the cover: After losing her husband, Spiro, to brain cancer at age 35, 
Meritxell Mondejar Pont of Minneapolis, MN, changed careers to become an 
oncology nurse. She worked on the hospital floors where Spiro had been a patient. 
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Read More: CaringBridge.org/pina

http://www.CaringBridge.org/pina


More than 2.1 billion visits to CaringBridge 
since 1997, when founder Sona Mehring created one 
website for her dear friends, JoAnn Hardegger and 
Darrin Swanson. 

More than 800,000 supporters like you 
have made more than 1 million gifts to CaringBridge 
since 2002, the year it became a nonprofit.

90% of CaringBridge funding came from supporters 
like you, who experienced its power firsthand.

42 people make up our small-but-mighty team, 
driving immense impact and operating a global 
social network.

27 million unique visitors,  
turned to CaringBridge in a time of need. 

98,898 generous people 
like you donated to CaringBridge 
with a total of 113,351 gifts. 

5.9 million Well-Wish messages and 
Journal comments were posted on 
CaringBridge websites.

Every 8 minutes,  
a CaringBridge website was created.

Returns on Your Investment 2017 Highlights

Our Mission: To amplify the love, hope and compassion in the world,  
making each health journey easier.
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Keeping pace with how families use technology during health journeys is the essence of Our Mission: To amplify the love,  
hope and compassion in the world, making each health journey easier. 

It has always been rigorous work to provide a simple, fast and meaningful digital experience for everyone who depends 
on CaringBridge. This was the case 20 years ago, and it’s the same today. But the pace of technology change is much  
quicker now.

In 2017, your generosity powered a major technology infrastructure realignment to support plans for growth and new ways 
of using voice, photos, text and video. This transition also added extra security and privacy protections.

Also during the year, you continued to help make it 
easier for families to use CaringBridge on their mobile 
devices. Text can display larger, links can be shared, the 
search function is smarter. CaringBridge is technology 
for good; thank you for making it even better.

You’ve Created Technology for Good

Nicole and Steve Pierson, with sons Gage, left, and Gavin.
 Not pictured is daughter, Grace. Since he was diagnosed with a 

rare brain tumor in 2012, Gavin’s CaringBridge website has 
had more than 550,000 visits.

Read More: CaringBridge.org/pierson
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http://www.CaringBridge.org/pierson


I just keep thinking, ‘Gavin, you 
can do this. Never give up.’

—GAVIN PIERSON, Son, brother, student, karate kid
“

“
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Supporters like you have long shared that using CaringBridge has been healing. But how do we define healing? How do we 
share our collective knowledge of it? 

To delve into this complex topic, we set out on a journey with National Geographic photographer and filmmaker David McLain, 
to distill and share the wisdom of healing from families like yours, who use CaringBridge. This became How We Heal.

With the simple hope of helping others, families including the Beasleys, pictured here, talked about what has made them 
whole again. What they shared is something you know, instinctively: Healing is possible, even when it seems impossible.

How We Heal launched in September, and by the 
end of 2017, its stories had reached more than 
2 million people. The conversation on healing will 
continue, with the hope that more people will 
come to know the power of love, hope and 
compassion, at a time it is needed most.

You Are the Guiding Spirit for How We Heal

Andre Beasley, left, of Somerset, WI, with his mom, Amy,  
and his siblings Ashley, AJ, Andrew and Austin. Getting 

back on the baseball field has had a healing effect on 
Andre after a second round of treatment for kidney cancer.

Read More: CaringBridge.org/beasley
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http://www.CaringBridge.org/beasley


I’ve never even met many of the 
people following Andre’s Journal. 
But their support has played a huge 
part in helping me process everything 
we have gone through. 

—AMY BEASLEY, CaringBridge author since 2013

“ “
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While we had originally planned to share stories of healing like Michael Bischoff’s, pictured here, within a framework that also 
addressed the science of healing, we learned in 2017 that little research exists on the topic of healing. 

So with your investment, we have teamed with academic partners including a Compassionate Technology Research 
Collaborative at the University of Minnesota, to begin measuring the magic of healing.

Analysis of 50 million CaringBridge Journal entries is underway—names and personally identifiable information have been 
removed—to begin capturing more evidence of the benefits of healing. We also asked CaringBridge supporters like you to 
assess whether an attitude of gratitude can contribute to healing.

You are helping to prove true, again, a famous quote often 
attributed to Einstein: “Not everything that counts can be 
counted, and not everything that can be counted counts.”

How You’re Helping Measure the Magic of Healing

Read More: CaringBridge.org/bischoff

Michael Bischoff and Jenny Larson with their kids, Grace 
and Isaiah, and Bella the beagle. After Michael’s diagnosis of 
glioblastoma in 2015, he and Jenny co-published a book titled, 
“Don’t Postpone Joy: Adventures With Brain Cancer,” based 
on his CaringBridge Journal.
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http://www.CaringBridge.org/bischoff


Even if I die tomorrow, I still want
to celebrate miraculous healing today.

—MICHAEL BISCHOFF, on the banks of the Mississippi River, near his home

“
“
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You have made possible, as a complement to How We Heal, a look at the challenges and gifts experienced by every parent, 
spouse, sibling, adult child and dear friend who has become, or will become, a family caregiver.

In Caregivers Up Close, which launched in November, we asked family caregivers across the country, including Claire Schwab, 
on the facing page, to talk about a hugely important role no one ever prepares for.

Asked to share what they have learned, with the 
hope of helping others, family caregivers across 
the country offered practical advice, tips from the 
trenches and gentle guidance for everyone who 
deeply wishes to be helpful. Caregiving is a  
powerful part of every health journey. You are 
helping families to do it well.

A Look at Caregivers Up Close, Thanks to You

After Teddy Schwab of Alexandria, VA, suffered a 
traumatic brain injury in a car accident, his parents, 

Claire and Ted, said they made a choice to accept 
the help of family and friends, as well as every single 

offer of prayer.

Read More: CaringBridge.org/schwab
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http://www.CaringBridge.org/schwab


There are so many people who want 
to help. They want to be a part of what 
you are going through. Say ‘Yes.’

—CLAIRE SCHWAB, Mom and caregiver to Teddy, on opposite page

“

“
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Contributions 
Donated services 
Investment income  
Other income  
Unrelated business income  
Total Revenue and Other Support 

  $7,401,284 
 $485,801 

$18,321 
 $195,294 

 $859 
$8,101,559 

Revenue and Other Support

Statement of Activity: Stability & Growth

Independent auditors: Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP. 
To review the complete audited CaringBridge financial statement,  
visit CaringBridge.org/about-us/financials.
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Program expenses 
Management and general 
Fundraising  
Total Expenses 

 $5,777,869 
 $1,096,849 

$929,811 
 $7,804,529

Expenses

Change in Net Assets
Net Assets at the End of 2017

 $ 297,030 
$5,021,687

Net Assets

$7.11 mil

Financial Information for the Year 
Ended December 31, 2017

2014           2015           2016           2017

Revenue Growth

$7.39 mil
$7.45 mil

$8.10 mil

$7.1 mil

$6.6 mil

$7.6 mil

$8.2 mil



I am always looking at what I 
have in my life that is a blessing.

—LOVETTE RUSSELL, living with scleroderma
   and polymyositis 

“

“
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Read More: CaringBridge.org/russell

http://www.CaringBridge.org/russell


What We Hope to Do in 2018—With Your Support 

Undiagnosed depression led to a “heart attack of 
the mind” for Kevin Amundson, right, of New Prague, 

MN. During Kevin’s long recovery, his mom, Amy, third 
from left, used CaringBridge to communicate, and to 

heal. Also pictured are Alex Swenson, left, Kevin’s sister 
Jessica, his Dad, Dave, and Autumn Havlik.

Read More: CaringBridge.org/amundson

Our first priority in 2018 is to continue to serve more families who need CaringBridge, like the Amundsons, pictured here. 
We have to be available on devices that probably have not yet been invented, or even imagined! And we have to develop 
partnerships to continue to improve our service and to spread the word about how CaringBridge can help during a health 
journey.

Second, we have to stay relevant to patients and caregivers, and to the communities that support them. We will continue 
supporting academic research, and the conversations started in 2017 on the topics of healing and caregiving.

Third, we MUST invest in our technology and  
product experience. We need to continue to be 
simple, fast, and meaningful. The needs of patients 
and caregivers, and your investment, will guide  
everything we do.
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http://www.CaringBridge.org/amundson


The healing process for me is ongoing.  
Every day. I still have days where I just want 
to lie in bed, not get up. But knowing I can 
push through … that helps.

—KEVIN AMUNDSON, on the dock where he attempted to take his life
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Senior Leadership Team
Liwanag Ojala, Chief Executive Officer

Brigid Bonner, Chief Experience Officer

Elizabeth Olson, Chief Financial Officer

Chee Wong, Chief Technology Officer

Board of Directors
Our dynamic board has a commitment to doing extraordinary work and 
a vision for what’s possible when compassion and technology unite.

Jim Cuene 
Berit Francis
Karen Hohertz-Jacobs 
Mikisha Nation
John Orner
Dr. Véronique Roger

Bill McKinney, Chair
Leigh Bailey, Vice Chair
Jason Van de Loo, Secretary
Kris Larson, Treasurer
Lee Roper-Batker
Dr. Sharon Berry

Pete Segar
Bruce Smith
Pete Sommerness
Wesley Story
Katherine Tavitian
John Wernz

The CaringBridge team with founder Sona Mehring, 
right, and JoAnn Hardegger and Darrin Swanson, parents 
of Baby Brighid, for whom CaringBridge is named.


